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Crochet

Easy 2

0060002-00803-07 Curtain with hydrangeas

Anchor Freccia Nº 12 Art. No. 4771012- # (Colour nº)

1 x size 1.25 mm (UK 3) 145 x 150 cm (57 x 60 inches) 

16 x #7901 (white)

Curtain with hydrangeas
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
Work each project following the corresponding CC and instructions. For 
the meanings of crochet symbols, see the key. Stitches marked over ch are 
to be worked around the ch-arch. 
Rounds which are not shown entirely in the CC should be completed in 
pattern. Arrows in the CC mark points where two or more crocheted mo-
tifs are joined or indicate the direction of work. Changes from standard 
crochet procedure are explained in the instruction texts. Otherwise, work 
following the CC, which are labeled with numbers and letters as given in 
the instructions.  

FILET PATTERN
For each empty square work * 1 dtr, 2 ch, skip over 2 sts, and end with 1 dtr. 
For each filled square work * 1 dtr, 1 dtr in each of the foll 2 sts or 2 dtr in an 
empty square, and end with 1 dtr. Replace the 1st dtr of each row with 4 ch.

TENSION
20 squares x 17 rows = 10 x 10 cm (4 x 4 inches). 

INSTRUCTIONS
The curtain is worked in filet crochet with dtr. Crochet a foundation of 701 
ch and work the 1st dtr in the 6th ch from the hook. Each square of the 
pattern chart corre-sponds to a square (empty or filled) of the pat-tern. At 
the end, cut the yarn and hide the end.

BLOCKING
After crocheting, block each piece on a dry sur-face – preferably on a grid-
ded interfacing, and with rust-proof pins – and dampen evenly with a laun-
dry sprayer. Do not unpin the piece until it has dried completely.
To make sure your work looks like our original, use the Coats yarns as given. 
Fabrics may shrink during the first washing. For this reason, we recommend 
washing fabrics before cutting them as given in the instructions. The given 
measurements apply to washed fabric. Allow for shrinkage when purchas-
ing fabric. The measurements of all fabric pieces include 1 cm (3/8 inch) 
seam allowances.

PLEASE NOTE
Filet crochet must be blocked in order to look as good as possible. If you 
find it difficult to block such a large piece, we recommend that you have it 
blocked professionally. 

WASHING INSTRUCTIONS
All our threads are produced in accordance with Oeko-tex standards. PH val-
ues are tested and all our colors dye lots adhere to Global fastness standards. 
However, it is important to follow our thread washing instructions. Particularly 
with dark colors, excess dye can remain on the thread. To minimize any po-
tential bleeding of excess dyestuff it is important to wash the products in THE 
HOTTEST TEMPERATURE possible, in accordance with the specifications of 
the fabrics, and use a large amount of water. Please make sure that you also  
follow the fabric washing instructions. As a precaution, you can also use 
decolorating sheets that you can find in any supermarket.

ABBREVIATIONS
alt = alternate(ly)
beg = begin(ning)
CC = crochet chart
cont = continue/continuous(ly) 
dec = decrease 
foll = follow(s/ing)
inc = increase  
PR = pattern repeat 
rem = remain(ing)
rep = repeat 
rnd(s) = round(s) 
st(s) = stitch(es) 
tog = together
yrh = yarn round hook

If symbols meet in a point at the top, the corresponding sts are to be cro-
cheted off tog.If symbols meet in a point at the bottom, the corresponding 
sts are to be worked in the same insertion point.
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KEY TO CROCHET SYMBOLS

begin 

2 dc in the back looponly and crocheted 
off tog

3 dc crocheted off tog

3 dc in the back loop only and crocheted 
off tog 

end 

ch = chain(s) 

slst = slip stitch(es) 

dc = double crochet(s) 

half treble (= htr)

dc, in the back loop only

dc, hook inserted deeper

2 dc in one insertion point

3 dc in one insertion point

3 dc in the back loop only and in one 
insertion point

1 dc, 1 ch, and 1 dc in one insertion point

2 dc crocheted off tog

relief-dc, from behind, around 
corresponding st

htr in the back loop only 

treble (= tr)

tr in the back loop only 

3 tr, worked in the back loop only and 
crocheted off tog

6 tr worked in the back loop only and 
crocheted off tog

popcorn of 5 tr

double treble (= dtr)

relief-dtr from front

relief-dtr from behind

popcorn of 6 dtr at beg of rnd

triple tr (ttr)

1 picot (= 3 ch, then 1 dc back in the 1st ch)

empty square

filled square

direction of work

thread ring (with illus. in the instructions)

1 popcorn with the number of tr 
indicated by numeral (= crochet all tr, 
remove hook from the loops, insert 
from front in crocheting-off loop of 
the 1st tr, draw loop through, and pull 
tightly) cloverleaf
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